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INSECTS, BUGS & CREEPY CRAWLIES  

 

BEES & TEE-HOLES 

In Island dialect, bees inhabited a 'bee butt' rather than a beehive and it was always important 

to accord them the respect they deserved.  When a death took place in the family it was 

necessary to inform the bees early on, particularly if the deceased happened to be the master 

or mistress; if neglected, it was thought they might fly away and never return.  "A woman 

went to the [bee butt] and explained: 'Ah! bees, you've lost a good friend! Mr Roach is dead; 

and mind I've told ye on't!'" (Roach Smith 1883).  

 
Telling the Bees. Courtesy of Mary Evans Picture Library 



In the compendium of parish reminiscences Newchurch Remembered, Mabel Groves expands 

on this theme: "Old fashioned folk believed in telling the bees everything about the family – 

births, marriages and deaths and any crises that might arise...  I think it is true that people 

who keep bees are wiser than most and also they very rarely suffer from rheumatism, the 

fluid in the sting being good for the blood".  Though whether Island beekeepers went so far 

as to serve their bees with food from the funeral table, as sometimes happened elsewhere 

round the country, is not recorded!  

The old dialect word for a bumble bee, 'dumbledore', was more widespread than just the 

Island, and it was a version of it that J K Rowling must have tapped into for her now famous 

professor in the Harry Potter novels.  'Tee hole' denoted the hole in a bee-hive by which the 

bees go in and out: "I putt my ferrets into the wheeat rick, and in vive minutes the rats 

zwarmed out like bees out of a tee hole".  A hackle, in addition to signifying a cock's feathers, 

also referred to the cone-shaped covering of straw placed over a beehive to protect it from 

cold and wet.   And 'zwarm', transferred from bees to humans, signified a beating or thrashing: 

"If thee doesn't shet up thy mouth, I'll zwarm into thee in a minute or two".  

 
Courtesy of Fotosearch.com 

Cheverton Down and Farm near Shorwell undoubtedly take their name from Old English 

ceafor, to give 'the hill or down infested with chafers or beetles'; and Cheverton Farm near 

Shanklin was once owned by a family called Cheverton who took their name from the Shorwell 

location: could this mean that the Shorwell version is the origin of the name in its entirety? 

BOBS & MALLISHAGS 



'Bob' was a general term in use for an insect or worm, with 'black bob' or 'straddle bob' 

denoting a black beetle, and 'chissel bob' the wood-louse.  'Mum' was another word for a 

louse or any small insect. 

 
Courtesy of Fotosearch.com 

'Emmet', or ant, is of course one of those few dialect words which have survived virtually to 

the present day, and more widely than just the Island; as a place-name it also survives in 

Emmethill near Kingston, with the obvious meaning 'hill infested with ants'; there is also an 

Antils at Arreton. A most unusual dialect word was 'eace' or 'eeas', signifying the earthworm; 

by contrast, the 'jarworm' was an ugly insect found in wet, marshy ground.  'Glareworm' was 

the Island take on glow-worm; and the 'maayworm' was a worm that breeds in the stomach! 

While an earwig became a 'pincherwig': "I zay you, I left my clothes under hedge here, and 

now there's dree or vour gurt pincherwigs craalen about in my dinner bag".  

Leechmore Farm near Godshill was originally named from Leechmore Pond, 'the pool where 

leeches are to be found'.  

 
Dr William Bromfield remarked in 1856 that Leechmore Pond on Bleakdown was noted for producing leeches of a very 

large size. 

Another well-known survival is 'mallishag', which strictly speaking originally referred to the 

caterpillar of the white butterfly but has come to denote caterpillars more generally: "I ben 



out in gearden to cut a cabbage or two vor dinner, but they be very near all spwiled, and vull 

o' mallishags".   

 

By contrast, the 'gooseberry wife' was a large caterpillar, or a bogey to deter children from 

picking the gooseberries: "If ye goes out in the gearden, the gooseberry wife'll be sure t' ketch 

ye".  A snail with its shell, or simply the shell alone, was known by the extraordinary dialect 

word 'hodmandod'; more generally, it could refer to any strange animal. 

'Hoppers' were small maggots which infected bacon or cheese: 

                               "She hung the puddens up on a pin,  

                               The fat run out and the hoppers got in. 

                               I shall never forgit, wherever I be, 

                               What lumps o' pudden my mother gid me." 

(Taken from 'Lumps o' Pudden', possibly the only song, or at least this version of it, which can 

lay claim to being unique to the Island.)  'Minty cheese' was likewise cheese full of 'mints' or 

mites, and considered by some labourers to be a delicacy! 

VLEES THAT VLUCKER 

 
Courtesy of Fotosearch.com 

There is a range of dialect words for insects which 'vlucker', flutter or fly about.  A 'vlee' simply 

denoted a flea or a fly, a 'vlesh vlee' referred to the blow fly, and a 'vleevlapper' is described 



simply as 'a thing to drive away or kill flies'.  A 'stout' signified the gadfly or horse-fly: "They 

heifers got the stout and be gone taail-on-end right down droo the clover and rish droo hedge 

into copse".  Indeed, despite the rarity of Island fields named after insects, there are at least 

three 'stouts' – Stouts mead and Stouts close in Brighstone, and West stouts mead in Brading.  

The 'vuzz-owl' was the name given to the flying brown beetle we know as the cockchafer.  The 

crane-fly or daddy-longlegs became 'granfer longligs' in dialect form, and a certain small white 

moth was known as a 'miller', but one can only guess why the burnet moth should have been 

called a 'bloodsucker' – perhaps owing to its red spots? – or the ladybird known by the 

stunning name of 'God a' mighty's cow' or 'lady cow'.  'Wopse' was simply the local version of 

a wasp, and Long informs us that to 'zwarm a wopses' nest' – i.e. to burn out or destroy one 

– was a serious undertaking among small boys, and owing to the risks involved the leaders 

were regarded as heroes by their fellows.  A field in Newchurch parish has the name Wop 

acre, another in Godshill was called Moth butt, and Nit ditch in Shalfleet could be yet another 

insect name.  

                              
          The Glanville Fritillary commemorated in a window             The Glanville Fritillary, the Isle of Wight butterfly  
at Bembridge School Chapel, painted by Carl Edwards in 1984        
  

The Island's iconic butterfly, the Glanville Fritillary, is named after Eleanor Glanville, that 

remarkable late-17th century Lincolnshire lady who was considered highly unusual by many, 

even mentally unstable by some of her relatives, simply on the grounds that she showed an 

interest in collecting butterflies and moths! 

The dragonfly was known by two names denoting its stinging properties: 'hoss stinger' and 

'snake's stang'. On the Island dragonflies were deemed to be of a larger size than usual, 

brilliant in colour, and with a sting as venomous as the bite of a viper.  They were considered 



to be the guardians of the fish, and would sting all improper persons who attempted to catch 

them.   
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Children held them in great fear, and on the appearance of a 'snake's-stang', used to sing or 

repeat a rhyme as a kind of charm or protection against the insect: 

          "Snake's-stang, Snake's-stang, vlee all about the brooks, 

            And sting all the bad bwoys that vor the fishes looks; 

            But let all the good bwoys ketch all the fish they can, 

            And car 'em away hooam to fry 'em in the pan. 

            Bren butter they sholl yet (eat) at supper wi' their fish, 

            But all the little bad bwoys sholl onny lick the dish." 

W.H. Long adds that this begs the question as to how the dragonfly was able to distinguish 

between the good and bad boys – but therein of course lies the belief in their special magic! 

 
 


